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Why I Write 
Abstract 
I started writing rather late in life; I was nearly thirty when I began. Until then, though I had read 
voraciously since chilldhood, and had been obsessed by - no, let me not be pompous and say literature - 
the written word, I had written nothing, nothing at all. One day I began. And then, as if the floodgates had 
been opened, J wrote and wrote and wrote. It was a deluge, as if what had been pent up in me for years 
was flooding out. I wrote short stories initially. All about women, as my very few readers as well as family 
and friends never failed to inform me. I had a serious sense of doing something not exactly wrong, but 
something rather shaming. Surely writing about women was not serious writing? Serious literature was 
written by men, about men. But there was nothing I could do about it. Sometimes I cheated. I wrote in the 
persona of a man. A male narrator. But the stories turned out to be about women after all. 
This journal article is available in Kunapipi: https://ro.uow.edu.au/kunapipi/vol16/iss1/53 
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Why I Write 
I started writing rather late in life; I was nearly thirty when I began. Until 
though I had read voraciously since childhood, and had been 
obsessed by - no, let me not be pompous and say literature - the written 
word, I had written nothing, nothing at all. One day I began. And then, 
as if the floodgates had been opened, I wrote and wrote and wrote. It was 
a deluge, as if what had been pent up in me for years was flooding out. 
wrote short stories initially. All about women, as my very few readers 
well as family and friends never failed to inform me. I had a serious 
sense of doing something not exactly wrong, but something rather 
shaming. Surely writing about women was not serious writing? Serious 
literature was written by men, about men. But there was nothing I could 
do about it. Sometimes I cheated. I wrote in the persona of a man. A male 
narrator. But the stories turned out to be about women after all. 
They kept coming out of the dim corridors of my mind, places I hadn't 
even known they inhabited. Girls and women I had seen since childhood. 
Girls being 'shown' around to eligible 'boys', waiting patiently, humbly 
to be approved by them, by their parents, their sisters/brothers 
/aunts/uncles/ grandparents so that they could get married and fulfil their 
destinies. Girls who had been lively and sparkling, looking after marriage 
placid perhaps, but dimmed, as if a spark had been extinguished. A great 
aunt who had been widowed at 10 and lived the life of a shaven widow 
ever since and another who was, they all said, 'so clever she should have 
been a lawyer' but became a widow instead. And we took it for granted 
that their roles were to serve anyone, everyone in the family for all their 
lives, with never a respite. 
I wrote a story about a young woman's feelings on the first night after 
her (arranged) marriage. Of her fears of having sex with the man who was 
to her 'not even a friend, but only a husband'. A novel about a woman 
who thinks of herself as the 'skeleton in her own cupboard' . Another 
about a marriage which a woman suddenly discovers is nothing more 
than a yoking together of two animals: 'it's more comfortable to move in 
the same direction. To go in different directions would be painful; and 
what animal would voluntarily choose pain?' I wrote about a woman who 
-but why go on? Yes, I write about women. 
Sometimes, in my more expansive moments, I say 'I speak for women.' 
In more sensible moods, I know that is claiming too much. Social 
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responsibility, social commitment - these are words that occur with 
monotonous regularity in India when writers speak/are spoken of. Yes, 
in a country like ours, these can never be ignored. Yet I know I do not 
write to change the world. I would like to; who wouldn't? But I know I 
cannot. I can only tell it as it is. Rejecting all that has been said, written 
and told to me about people, specially about women who have always 
been spoken for, discarding images, stereotypes, re-questioning myths and 
starting afresh, crawling into the minds of women, painting their inner 
landscapes- I tell it as it is. Rather, as I think it is. And taking pains about 
how I tell it, shaping my work with care and love, because the form of my 
creation is very important to me. This is what I have done and, hopefully, 
will go on doing. 
